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Analysis
◯Power sharing can make mutual dependence by adjusting imbalance f power between ethnic groups.
◯There are 3 steps to reach a mutually dependent community via power sharing.
   Step 1, ONLY the weaker demands its own rights or benefits from the stronger;
   Step 2, Power sharing is implemented;
   Step 3, BOTH the stronger and the weaker depend on benefits gained from each other.

Case studies (Research areas: Johannesburg, Sarajevo, Brussels, Belfast)

Johannesburg, South Africa
An economic disparity between the whites and the blacks
Blacks
Unstable their living standards in the black area 
(they boycotted against the whites.)　
Whites
Lack of security because of blacks’ boycotts 

Belfast, Northern Ireland
Disparities in social status between Catholics and Protestants
(Catholics were living in Northern Ireland and Protestants 
Immigrated there from England)
Catholics
Only a few Catholics had political participation, though all 
Protestants had authority. (they were resisted in order to insist 
their authority.)
Protestants
Being in danger because of resistance movement of Catholics
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Forms: Distribution of representative 
seats and money, etc.
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Reforming of district configuration
(Each of these whites administrations 
would have responsibility for 
managing black townships within its 
MSS borders.)

Blacks
Their living standards were improved and 
they gained economical stabilization.
Whites
They obtained security from the boycotts.

The stronger
 group

The weaker
 group

Catholics
They gained authority to govern their 
local politics.
Protestants
They obtained their stable living security 
from being in conflict.

Made an assembly which was 
composed of political parties of 
both Catholics and Protestants

Understanding 
the role of power sharing

Nationalism is becoming powerful.
Based on 
religion, culture, 
race, language, etc.

Extention

BEFORE AFTER

Coexistence is essential because people 
depend on the benefit gained by each other.

Today’s world...    Hints
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